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IThe Laz peopJ.e constitute
a large ethnic
minority
who live
principally
in Rize and Trabzon provinces
in
extreme

northeaste:r:n

Turkey.

Lazes

arl= usually

stereotyped

as being stupid or inept,
though they are like other people.
To offset
this
unfJ.attering
image, Laz raconteurs
often
tell
stories
which picture
Lazes as very clever people.
This is just one of the many Laz counter-stereotype
tales
in ATON.
2Temel.

is

the

most

popular

male

name among Lazes--even

more so in folktales
than in real life..
For folk audiences
Temel is automatically
associated
with Laz, even though the
name -is occasionally
used by other TurkS:- Dursun, idris,
and H1z1r are also frequently
used male names among Lazes.
3The bekci is an urban night watchman.
We have retained
the Turkish
word bekci here because this is not a
watchman in the usual sense.
The bekcis have their
own
routine--patrolling
the streets
at-~lt
at a short distance
apart,
constantly
signalling
their
respective
whereabouts
by blowing their
police whistles.
Some citizens
jokingly

"Oh,

St:ory

there?"

1687

asked the l~.
answerled

"Why is

Temel

that?"
there

wiJLl be plenty

of

sound in

the morning!"

said Temel.
suggest
that
frequE~nt whistle-blowing
:Ls intended
to scare
thieves
or other
mj~screants
away so thcit the bekcis
will
not have to encoun1:er them!

4The kemence ].ooks something like a half-sized
violin.
Like the violin,
i1: is played with a horsehair
bow, but the
strings
are metal rather
than catgut.
Because of its earlyorigin,
the kemenCE: is sometimes thought to be the ancestor
of the violin.

